SMART Color ID® is a patented, color-coded labeling system developed by Encore Wire® for metal-clad and armor-clad cables. (Available in sizes 8 AWG - 14 AWG)
What makes SmartColorID the best labeling system in the industry?

- Quickly and accurately identify cable
- Verify wire gauge, number of conductors, cable and jacket type, and colors of inner conductors
- No need for cutting, splitting or slashing into cable, causing damage, just to identify inner conductors
- Labels repeated every 18 inches throughout length of cable
- Easy to use and read

**THE REEL PAYOFF**

**GAYLORD BOX**

**MC BARREL**

OUR MC AND AC PRODUCTS CAN BE PACKAGED USING THE REEL PAYOFF, GAYLORD BOXES, OR MC BARRELS

For longer, continuous runs, please contact your local sales rep.

View all of our MC Products and specifications online at encorewire.com.

Scan QR code to learn more about SmartColorID®